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Abstract

We use the first principle TB-LMTO (Tight-Binding Linear Muffin Tin Orbital)
method combined with the ASM (Augmented Space Method) to take care of disorder
beyond the mean field (CPA - Cohetent Potential Approximation) approximation. We
analyze binary alloys between magnetic transition metals Fe, Co, Ni and non-magnetic
Mo to find out the effect of disorder on electronic structure and consequently magnetic
properties of the alloys.



1. Introduction

Computer experiments play a very important role in science today. In the past fifteen

years a number of investigations have been carried out to describe the electronic structure

and properties of various materials. Our thanks specially to the development of the first

of the principles method. The TB-LMTO [1] method is the most popular because of its

regime of application can be extended through the introduction of super cells within the

LMTO [2] framework. The impurity problems are tackled by applying the Green function

formalism. The TB-LMTO method allows us to calculate self-consistent first principles

calculations with considerable accuracy and speed for ordered and disordered systems.

We adopt the ASM to take care of disorder beyond the mean field approximation.

The purpose of the present work is to examine the applicability of the TB-LMTO and

recursion method, using it to calculate the real space electronic structure by adopting the

augmented space method for configuration averaging. The configurational average of the

Green function is exactly equal to the matrix element of the Green function corresponding

to the augmented Hamiltonian [3]. The results of the calculation of the electronic structure

and magnetic properties are presented here. The obtained spectral densities of states are

also discussed.

2. Methodology

2.1. TB-LMTO formalism

A conventional solid state LMTO, XQRL(TR}I has an envelope function proportional to 2l-

pole field |r^|""'~1yi(f^) where rR = r — R. This set may be linearly transformed into an

equivalent set of screened LMTOs \χα). The envelope of the screened LMTO [1], χ^Γκ)

has a 2l - pole character near R but, additionally, it has screening poles at the neighboring

sites. The energy-independent χ^ιΧ^κ) is written as

L + K?RL(rR)
R,L'

The function (J>RL (rR) is the solution of scalar-relativistic Schrodinger equation and

Φκα^κ] is the energy derivative calculated at a specific energy EvRL which is usually

chosen in the middle of the energy interval of interest, o^ is the overlap of φκί(τκ] and

4>RL(rR} i.e. oa

RL = (φ^(τκ)\φκ^ιι)}·

Contribution of the muffin-tin orbitals comes through KfRL(rR) from the interstitial

region. The matrix h%L KL, is determined in such a way that the wave function is

continuous and differentiable on the sphere boundary at each sphere. It has the form

^Δ ,̂)172 (2)



where Sa is the screened structure matrix describing the geometry of the underlying

lattice. The potential parameters CRL, A^L and ^/RL are defined to be the position, width

and distortion of the bands respectively. They are determined through potential function

PRL (related to cotangents of phase shift from the solid state potential VR(TR) in a sphere

at R) and its energy derivatives PRL and PRL.

= PRL(E,RL)

}~

(3)

Each set of screened LMTO's is characterized by a set of a of screening constants,

these are chosen, for example, to make the basis nearly orthonormal (7 - representation)

or the most short-ranged (β - representation). For the conventional set, the screening
constants are zero. The following two, site-independent sets of screening:

= {0.28732, 0.02582, 0.0} = af

for sp screening and

a = {as,ap,ad, 0^2}

= {0.34850, 0.05303, 0.01071, 0.0} Ξ αη

for spd screening have been found numerically to give short ranged envelope functions for

all, reasonably homogeneous, three dimensional structures. The corresponding LMTO

sets are referred to as tight-binding sets.

The Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are calculated as (in matrix notation)

Ha = ha(l + oaha) + (1 + haQa}Ev(oaha + 1)

+ hQEvpha + (K? |[-V2 + Vi(r)]\K?)

Oa = (I - haoa}(oaha + 1) + hapha + (Kf\Kf)

where Vi(r) is the interstitial potential having non-spherical part of the solid state
potential, ρ is a small parameter which can be neglected.

We now introduce the atomic sphere approximation (ASA). As the real potential is

not flat in the interstitial region, the simplest way to get rid of it is to neglect this region

by replacing the MT spheres by slightly overlapping Wigner-Seitz (WS) spheres. This

is the heart of ASA and we can introduce it with enormous simplification. It has been

proved that the ASA gives an accurate description of the electronic structure provided

that

\SR + s'R - d\/d < 0.3, d=\R- R'\

where d is the distance of neighboring WS spheres of radii SR and s'R. Within the ASA

the last terms in Ha and Oa vanish. The modified forms of Ha and Oa are

Oa = (1 + haoa)(o°tha + 1)

Ha = ha(l + oaha) + (1 + haoa}El/(oaha + 1) (4)
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The first order Hamiltonian in the most localized representation (a = β) neglects the
parameter oa and can be expressed in terms of the potential parameters and screened
structure constant as

HRL,R'L' = CRLORR'OLL' + Δ θ ^ , Δ , (5)RL,R'L' =

The potential parameters describe the scattering properties of the atoms and the
structure constants describe the geometry of the underlying lattice. Moreover the
separation of structural and atom-dependent parts will allow us to apply this method
in conjunction with the augmented space recursion.

2.2. The Augmented Space Recursion

The starting point for the augmented space recursion is the most localized sparse tight-
binding Hamiltonian derived symmetrically from the LMTO-ASA theory and generalized
to substitutionally disordered random binary alloys:

(6)

where

CRL = C*L + CfL(l - nR) (7)

A*L = (Δ^η* + (Δ2Λ1/2(1 - ηΛ) (8)

Here R denotes the lattice sites and L — (Ini) are the orbital indices (for transition
metal I < 2), CRL,CRL and (Δ^,)1/2, (Δ^)1/2 are the potential parameters of the
constituents A and Β (in the most tight-binding representation of a — β) of the alloy.
nR are the local site occupation variables which randomly take values 1 and 0 according
to whether the site is occupied by an A or Β atom. It is clear that the representation of
the Hamiltonian in the augmented space Η consists of replacing the local site occupation
variables {nR} by {M^}, and is given by:

Η = Σ
RL

+ Σ Σ
RL R'L>

(9)

where,

= [CRL - CRL]

Other parameters have their usual meaning and / is the identity operator defined in
the augmented space. MR in the second quantized notation is given by:

MR = xb+0bRO + (1 - αΟδ^&Λΐ + ν^(1-*)(&Λο&Λΐ + ̂ iM (10)



δ^ο) and (δ^ι,δβΐ) are the creation and annihilation operators in the augmented
space where each site is characterized by two states (0, 1) which may be identified with
the up and down states of an Ising system. So a particular configuration of a binary alloy

is characterized by a collection of O's and 1's in a particular sequence and these are stored

extremely efficiently in bits of words. The algebra of the Hamiltonian in the configuration

space mirrors the multi-spin coding techniques [4, 5] used in numerical works with the

Ising model.

The Hamiltonian is now an operator in a much enlarged space "φ = Η ® Τίφκ
(the augmented space) where Η is the Hubert space spanned by the countable basis
set {\R, L}}. The enlarged Hamiltonian does not involve any random variables but

incorporates within itself the full information about the random occupation variables.
If we substitute equation(9) then the augmented space takes the form:

Σ Σ Σ(Δ

RL R'L' λ,μ

RL R'L' λ,μ

Σ Σ Σ Σ
RL R'L' λ,μ \',μ'

2.3. Computational Details

For the calculation of the component projected averaged density of states of the binary
model related to the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic we have used a real space cluster of
400 atoms and an augmented space shell up to the sixth nearest neighbor from the starting
state. Eight pairs of recursion coefficients were determined exactly and the continued
fraction terminated by the analytic terminator due to Luchini and Nex [6]. In a recent

paper Ghosh et.al. [7] have shown the convergence of the related integrated quantities,
like the Fermi energy, the band energy, the magnetic moments and the charge densities,
within the augmented space recursion. The convergence tests suggested by the authors
were carried out to prescribe accuracies. We have reduced the computational burden of
the recursion in the full augmented space by using the local symmetries of the augmented

space to reduce the effective rank of the invariant subspace in which the recursion is
confined [8] and using the seed recursion methodology [9] with fifteen energy seed points

uniformly across the spectrum. Both the reduction techniques have been described in
detail in the referenced papers and the readers are referred to them for details. It is
important to emphasize this point, since there has been erroneous statements made earlier
that although the augmented space recursion method is attractive mathematically, it is
not feasible for application as a computational technique in realistic alloys. Further, it has
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been shown [8, 10] that augmented space recursion with an analytic terminator always
produces herglotz results, whether we use the homogeneous disorder model as in this
paper or the version including short-ranged order [11] or local lattice distortions [12].

We have chosen the Wigner-Seitz radii of the two constituent atoms Fe and Au in such
a way that the average volume occupied by the atoms is conserved. Within this constraint
we have varied the radii so that the final configuration has neutral spheres. This eliminates
the necessity to include the averaged Madelung Energy part in the total energy of the
alloy. The definition and computation of the Madelung Energy in a random alloy had
faced controversy in recent literature [13] and to this date no satisfactory resolution of
the problem exists. Simultaneously we have made sure that the sphere overlap remains
within the 15% limit prescribed by Andersen.

The calculations have been made self-consistent in the LSDA sense, that is, at each
stage the averaged charge densities are calculated from the augmented space recursion
and the new potential is generated by the usual LSDA techniques. This self-consistency
cycle was converged in both total energy and charge to errors of the order 10~5. We
have also minimized the total energy with respect to the lattice constant. The quoted
results are those for the minimum configuration. No short ranged order due to chemical
clustering has been taken into account in these calculations, nor any lattice distortions
due to the size differences between the two constituents.

3. Result

Figure (1) shows the spin-resolved projected density of states of pure Fe, Co, Ni and
Mo. For Fe, we get the main d-state peak which appears approximately at -0.2 Ryd for
majority spin and for minority spin at energies slightly less than -0.2 Ryd. From this
result, we get that Fe is strongly ferro-magnetic. The exchange splittings in Co and Ni
are less, so using the same argument we can say that Co and Ni are weakly magnetic and
Mo is non-magnetic.

The projected density of states with different concentrations of Fe, Co and Ni with
Mo are shown in Figure (2), Figure (3) and Figure (4). The s — d bands for Fe, Co and
Ni and the band of Mo overlap with the magnetic constituents. This leads to strong
hybridyzation between the magnetic bands of Fe, Co and Ni and non-magnetic bands of
Mo. Hybridyzation leads to an increase of band width and hence by Stoner criterion a
decrease in magnetic moment.

The magnetic moments are shown in figure (5), Figure (6) and Figure (7). From
these figures it is clear that there is a sharp fall of magnetic moment to zero at 50-85 %
of concentration of non-magnetic constituent. At these concentrations spin glass phases
become stable. So the magnetization fall sharply. In an earlier paper [14] on AuFe, it
was shown that this spin glass phase maps onto a ternary alloy problem and the phase
becomes energetically favourable at large non-magnetic constituents concentrations. This
requires a description by ternary alloys [10] i.e. Mo with up and down spin of Fe, Co and
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Ni. This is not done here and left for further study.

In Figure (8), Figure (9) and Figure (10), we have shown the variation of Fermi
energy of FeMo, CoMo and NiMo alloys as a function of Mo concentration respectively.
The average number of electrons decreases with the increase of Mo concentration. The
energy should have decreased. On the otherhand, the main c?-peak broadens with the
increase of Mo concentration. So the Fermi energy should increase because of strong
hybridyzation. Hence, due to the competition between these two tendencies, we get a up
parabolic shape at FeMo, s-shape at CoMo and down parabolic shape at NiMo.
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Figure 1. Projected density of states of Fe, Co, Ni and Mo with energy.
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Figure 2. Projected density of states of FeMo alloys with energy.
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Figure 3. Projected density of states of CoMo alloys with energy.
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Figure 4. Projected density of states of NiMo alloys with energy.
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Figure 5. Variation of Magnetic moment of FeMo alloys with concentration of Mo.
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Figure 6. Variation of Magnetic moment of CoMo alloys with concentration of Mo.
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Figure 7. Variation of Magnetic moment of NiMo alloys with concentration of Mo.
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Figure 8. Fermi energy of FeMo alloys with concentration of Mo.
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Figure 9. Fermi energy of CoMo alloys with concentration of Mo.
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Figure 10. Fermi energy of NiMo alloys with concentration of Mo.
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